
Frequently Asked Questions
How do I use my WAX BLASTER MD PRO?

1. Please fully charge your WAX BLASTER MD PRO completely before use by plugging in the USB cable

to a charging socket. Do not use WAX BLASTER MD PRO while charging. When fully charged, the red

light on the device will turn green. The device will automatically power off when fully loaded to avoid

overcharging. While the device is charging, feel free to “like” our photos on Instagram and Facebook. Give

us a follow! 

2. After your device is fully charged, begin assembling your WAX BLASTER MD PRO. Twist the included

disposable green safety tip onto the nozzle of the device. (To remove, twist in the opposite direction.) 

3. Prepare the water tank by removing it from the base and taking out the plug. Pour in one packet of EAR

CLEAN MD (optional) into the water tank. Fill the water tank with warm water; one tank of water should

be enough to rinse both ears. Using water that is too hot or too cold may result in vertigo, nausea, or

discomfort. Insert the full water tank back into the base. SHAKE WELL. Dancing while shaking the bottle is

encouraged. Go ahead, don’t be shy. 

4. Place the rinse basin under the base of your ear to catch water, wax, and debris exiting the ear canal.

Position the disposable green safety tip in the external ear canal and press and hold the power button to

start flushing the external ear canal. To change speeds, press the power button once. To turn off the device,

press and hold the power button. 

5. The ear washing solution will drain into the rinse basin under your ear. Repeat on your other ear. Dispose

of the green safety tip. Green safety tips are not meant for reuse. If there is heavy wax buildup, multiple

rinses may be required. 

Who can use the WAX BLASTER MD PRO?

It is recommended for children and adults ages 12 and up to use this device for clogged outer ear canals. For

children under 12, contact your healthcare professional. 

Why should you use the device?

You should use the WAX BLASTER MD PRO if you feel you have clogged or impacted ear canals and you wish

to irrigate the outer ear canal. If there is heavy wax buildup, multiple rinses may be required. You may also want

to try EARWAX MD, (sold separately) as it first dissolves wax, then use WAX BLASTER MD PRO to rinse. 



When should you use the device?

You should use the device when you feel you have impacted wax or clogged ear canals. You may use the

device as often as you wish as long as it is comfortable and not irritating to your ear canal. 

What do I do if the device doesn’t work for me?

If the device doesn’t work for you the first time, repeat the treatment. Multiple rinses may be required to

unclog heavy wax buildup in the ear canal. You may also want to try EARWAX MD, (sold separately) as it

first dissolves wax, then use WAX BLASTER MD PRO to rinse. If you feel like your ears are clearer and

cleaner at the end of your treatment, WAX BLASTER MD PRO has done its job.

How do I activate my 12-month warranty?

Follow the instructions on your warranty card you received with your device. Go to the website provided

(www.EARcareMD.com/WBPregister) and enter your device’s serial number along with other prompted

information. If you have questions or concerns, contact customer service at (844) 732-7929 or email

hello@eosera.com. 

What do I do if my device broke after my warranty expired?

Unfortunately, if your 12-month warranty has expired and your device breaks after 12 months, you cannot

apply the warranty for a new device. Should you have any questions, don’t hesitate to call at (844) 732-

7929 or email hello@eosera.com. 

What do I do if my device broke and I have a warranty?

If you registered your device within 30 days of purchase and your device stops working within the 12-month

warranty time frame, you may request a new device by calling our customer service number at (844) 732-

7929 or email hello@eosera.com. We will assist you in getting a new device. 

What do I do if my device broke and I don’t have a warranty?

If you did not activate your warranty within 30 days of purchase, your device is not under the 12-month

express warranty and cannot be replaced if the device stops working due to unpreventable factory issues or

preventable user issues. If you have questions, call (844) 732-7929 or email hello@eosera.com. Some

states do not allow certain types of limitations on warranties, so the limitation may not apply to all

purchasers and may vary from state to state.

What’s the difference between the WAX BLASTER MD PRO and the WAX BLASTER MD?

The WAX BLASTER MD PRO and the WAX BLASTER MD, although similar, are two different devices.

The PRO device is an electric and rechargeable ear irrigation system that rinses the ear canal with the push

of a button. The original WAX BLASTER MD is a manual device in which you physically pump the water 



into the ear canal to rinse. We recommend both devices to those who have wax buildup and are looking for

more control aside from the standard rinsing bulb. 

How do I get more EAR CLEAN MD premixed packets and disposable green tips?

You can purchase more EAR CLEAN MD premixed packets and disposable green tips on our website at

www.eosera.com. Select the product WAX BLASTER MD Refill Pack. 

Is the device waterproof?

No, the device is not waterproof. Avoid submerging the device in water or getting the battery of the device

wet.

Is WAX BLASTER MD PRO safe for use?

WAX BLASTER MD PRO is safe for use when used as directed. Consult a healthcare professional if you

have questions about how to use this product. 
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